COOKIE POLICY
This website uses cookies, including third-party cookies, and collect data about IP-address and geolocation to
optimize the functionality of the website, to provide the most accurate data regarding your request and for website
analysis and statistics.

What is a cookie?
A cookie is a file that is downloaded to the computer or device used (smartphone, tablet, computer) when accessing
certain web pages. Cookies allow a website, among other things, to store and retrieve information about a user’s
browsing habits or their computer and to recognise this user based on this information.
However, the type of data obtained is restricted. The information gathered is related to the number of pages visited,
the city the IP address is assigned to, from where you access, the number of user visits we receive, the frequency
and recurrence of visits, the length of the visit, the browser you use, the operator or type of device you visit from.
Data about your name and surname or the postal address you connect from is never collected, under any
circumstances.

The cookies used at this website:
The cookies used on our website store an identifier or instructions which enable us to manage a user's navigation on
the website. They expire during or after the session or have a limited duration of 24 months.

Cookies used on this website allow us to:
facilitate user navigation on our website
•

by tracking the user's navigation during website sessions to ensure safe, eﬃcient navigation

•

by letting users enter information once and not have to enter it again when returning to our website

•

by allowing the user to stay on the same host server throughout the session

•

by redirecting a user to the local version of the website or the site in their language

•

by managing load peaks

•

by allowing the user to stay logged on to certain parts of the website (for example to the ordering systems) while
they are navigating the website

•

by hiding the information on the website's cookie usage once the user has agreed to their usage

•

by taking into account the user's refusal to allow for the analysis of data collected on the website (checkbox)

to improve our services
•

by obtaining anonymous statistics on website visits related to the website in question

•

by allowing click-throughs from newsletters to web pages to be tracked

•

by identifying website visitors who found the site via a digital campaign
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Third-Party Cookies:
These are cookies which are sent to the user's computer terminal by other entities (partners, advertisers…) when you
navigate certain pages of our website.
These entities have undertaken to respect the legislation regarding cookies and guarantee to implement data
protection and security measures.

Contact
You may contact us at the following address:
GMHOST LLC

Registration number (EDRPOU code) 41383906

29007 Ukraine, Khmelnitskiy,

Account number 26000052323950 in Khmelnytskiy Branch of

Zavodska street, 46

Public Joint Stock Company Commercial Bank “PrivatBank”
The contractor is not a value added tax payer.
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